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I meet with the guide whose cryptic greeting braids reassurance 

to possible perils within. 

 

He leads me through spaces laden with muteness, where unseen others lurk.   

He divests my identity of rings, dog tags, outer garments in exchange for exotic garb.  

He leads me further into diminished light, covers my ears from secret sounds and 

directs me toward a refuge of safety.  

 

Noiselessness focuses my anticipation.  

 

Abruptly a clatter of machine gun fire crests above my head. The firefight reaches a 

crescendo and I am caught in its crossfire.  I seek to remove fear from the 

pandemonium by endlessly numbering and sorting seconds and minutes into mental 

stockpiles within my brain. The turmoil ceases. 

 

 A hush descends only to cruelly introduce the dancing bedlam of rockets and missiles 

accompanied by steady pounding of howitzers.  I curse, entrapping myself and 

attempt to cover my ears.  

 

A disjoined voice cautions, don’t move.  

I dare not until the guide pulls me to asylum, returns my clothes, my cache of selfdom, 

while I vainly search my head for gossamers of hurt.  

Wordlessly he motions towards a woman waiting beyond an opening.  

 

I pass through.   

She smiles, asks, “May I validate your parking ticket?”  

I glance back, acknowledge the sign:  MRI  Lab.  

 
 



 
 
 

TO THE NUCLEAR STRESS TEST TECHNICIANS 
 
 
 
A few years ago, after I was given several stress tests by some really nice, understanding 
techs at the Memorial Hermann Hospital in Houston, I wrote them this poem. They liked it 
so much they framed it and have it hanging on the wall next to one of their machines.  
 
 
As I walk the walk on your zippy treadmill, 
my feet won't know it, 'though my heart certainly will. 
If I grab for the bar, it ain't due to dumbness, 
it's called neuropathy, a peculiar numbness. 
My balance is off, (I'd hate to be stopped 
to maneuver a line by an ambitious cop). 
A suggestion of iodine, with tubes in my arm, 
sets my eyes bulging with shock and alarm. 
In the spring of this year, I fell down some stairs. 
The doctor said 'therapy' for needed repairs. 
My left leg wavers, perhaps I should clone 
another new tendon from thigh to hip bone. 
And as the machine slides to x-ray my body, 
remember my shoulders zip in and  zip out-y. 
So with a hint of angina, plus my recurring old age, 
you'll be lucky to find the right numbers to gauge.  
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